
This exclusive bundle contains Spire Future Progressive Volume 1, 2 and 3 collectively in a neatly 
organized downloadable package.


Containing 384 Spire Presets, 145 MIDI files, 21 complete FL Studio 12 project files and a 
collection of hand-crafted drum samples, this pack truly captures the legendary driving 
progressive sound as championed by world-class artists such as Eric Prydz, Jeremy Olander, 
Grum, FEHRPLAY.


Produced by John Kunkel, renowned sound designer from Freshly Squeezed Samples and widely 
known for his work in the band The New Division, these Spire presets, samples and loops are 
perfect for the futuristic progressive house sound, or any genre that needs a retro inspired ‘feel’.


Of course, all presets are normalized, rooted, and mod wheel mapped where appropriate, and all 
are well categorized to make finding the right sound simple and intuitive, just like you’ve come to 
expect from us.


What’s included?


384 Spire Presets – Craft genuine futuristic progressive lines with over a hundred presets 
designed to deliver atmospheric, progressive sounds.


145 MIDI Files – Just as you’ve heard in the demo, these are complete pieces that are ready for 
you to mix, match, and groove. All MIDI files are organized into individual folders and named after 
the presets used for each individual element.


Various Drum Samples – All drum one-shots and loops are included that were used to create the 
full-length demo.


FL Studio Project Files


Along with the presets we have also included the FL Studio 12.2 project files used to create the 
individual demos. Use the project files to learn new production techniques and see real world 
examples of how to utilise the presets in production. Everything you hear in the demo is included 
– all samples, channel strips, MIDI data and mastering Is in place for you to study as the ultimate 
educational tool.


Preset Library:

37 ARP Presets;

60 BASS Presets;

58 CHD Presets;

60 LEAD Presets;

59 PAD Presets;

80 PLUCK Presets;

30 SEQ Presets.


100% royalty free.


Requirements:

Reveal Sound Spire synthesizer Version 1.5.11 Or Higher;

FL Studio 12.2 for projects.


